Abstract: Social norms have traditionally been difficult to quantify. In any particular society, their sheer number and complex interdependencies often limit a system-level analysis. One exception is that of the network of norms that sustain the online Wikipedia community. We study the fifteen-year evolution of this network using the interconnected set of pages that establish, describe, and interpret the community's norms. Despite Wikipedia's reputation for ad hoc governance, we find that its normative evolution is highly conservative. The earliest users create norms that both dominate the network and persist over time. These core norms govern both content and interpersonal interactions using abstract principles such as neutrality, verifiability, and assume good faith. As the network grows, norm neighborhoods decouple topologically from each other, while increasing in semantic coherence. Taken together, these results suggest that the evolution of Wikipedia's norm network is akin to bureaucratic systems that predate the information age.
Introduction
A society's shared ideas about how one "ought" to behave govern essential features of economic and political life [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Outside of idealized game-theoretic environments, for example, economic incentives are supplemented with norms about honesty and a higher wage is possible when workers believe they ought not to cheat their employer [7] . And, while the rational structure of rules and laws is an important part of coordinating actions and desires [8] , people determine the legitimacy of these solutions based on beliefs about fairness and authority. A police force without legitimacy cannot enforce the law [9, 10] .
Norms are also under continuous development. The modern norm against physical violence, for example, has unexpected roots and continues to evolve [11] [12] [13] . Yet, we understand far less about the history and development of norms than we do about economics or the law [14] . We often lack the data that would allow us to track the coevolution of complex, interrelated and interpretive ideas, such as honesty, fairness, and authority, the way we can track prices and monetary flows or the creation and enforcement of statutes.
Online systems, such as Wikipedia, provide new opportunities to study the development of norms over time. Along with information and code repositories at the center of the modern global economy, such as GNU/Linux, Wikipedia is a canonical example of a knowledge commons [15] [16] [17] [18] . Knowledge commons rely on norms, rather than markets or laws, for the majority
Methods
To gather data on the network of norms on Wikipedia, we spider links within the "namespace" reserved for (among other things) policies, guidelines, processes, and discussion. These pages can be identified because they carry the special prefix "Wikipedia:" or "WP:". Network nodes are pages. Directed edges between pages occur when one page links to another via at least one hyperlink that meets our filtering criteria; these links are found by parsing the raw HTML of each page and excluding standard navigational templates and lists. Our network is thus both directed and unweighted. We begin our spidering at the (arbitrarily selected) norm page "Assume good faith". Details of the spidering process, hyperlink filters and our post-processing of links between pages appear in Appendix A; both the raw data and our processed network are freely available online [42] .
Editors classify pages in the namespace by adding tags; these tags include, most notably, "policy", "guideline", and "essay", among others. When we download page text, we also record these categorizations. These categorizations describe gradated levels of expectations for adherence [43] . In automatically-included "template" text, policies are described as "widely accepted standards" that "all editors should normally follow" [44] , guidelines as "generally accepted standards" that "editors should attempt to follow" and for which "occasional exceptions may apply" [45] , while essays provide "advice or opinions": "[s]ome essays represent widespread norms," while "others only represent minority viewpoints" [46] . A fourth category is the "proposal", which describes potential policies and guidelines "still ... in development, under discussion, or in the process of gathering consensus for adoption" [47] .
Previous analysis of Wikipedia's policy environment has emphasized the many, often overlapping, functions that norms play in the encyclopedia, such as policies that both attempt to control un-permitted use of copyrighted material and to establish legitimacy through the use of legal diction and grammar [25] . In the current study, we consider a complementary classification system that focuses on the types of interactions the norms govern, rather than their functions. We propose three distinct norm categories based on, and extending, pre-existing classification of the norms that govern natural [19] and knowledge commons [20] .
Norms may attempt to regulate content creation ("user-content" norms) and interactions between users ("user-user" norms). In addition, norms may attempt to define a more formal administrative structure with distinct roles, duties, and expectations for admins ("user-admin" norms). The two authors of this paper independently categorized a random sample of forty pages using this scheme, and we calculated inter-coder reliability using Cohen's kappa [48] .
For our semantic analysis, we include all text, except that found in special boxes whose text is replicated by template across multiple pages. To build our distribution over one-grams, we normalize all text to lowercase, merge hyphenated words ("error-correction" to "errorcorrection"), and drop punctuation ("don't" to "dont"). We do neither stemming nor spelling correction.
A critical external variable is the number of active users on the encyclopedia at any point in time. Following [49] , we define an active user as one who has made five or more edits within a month; these statistics are publicly maintained at [50] .
Centrality and Attention Measures
The pages in our corpus are created to explain the norms of Wikipedia to editors and influence their interactions with the encyclopedia's editing community and content. Users navigate the system of norms as a network structure and consequently encounter some pages more than others.
We measure this using eigenvector centrality (EC), which quantifies the importance of a page based on its overall accessibility within the network. The EC of a page is the probability of happening across a page during a random walk; equivalent to the PageRank algorithm, it is used in the behavioral sciences to identify consensus on dominance and power [51] . We set , the probability of a random jump, to 0.15.
We expect some pages to become highly central to the network, while others remain largely peripheral. We quantify the inequality of the system using the Gini coefficient (GC). GC varies between zero (perfect equality; all pages have equal EC) and one (one page has a high EC; all other pages have the same low value). GC is widely used in economics to measure income inequality. Here, it provides a global measure of the extent to which a system is dominated by a few norms. As a dimensionless quantity, it allows researchers to compare this system to others that might be the subject of later research.
Because we are interested in the ways in which the norm citation network evolves and the role that norms play in the context of this structure, EC is an ideal measure of a norm's importance. In addition to quantifying structural importance, however, we expect EC to correlate with, and to predict, behavioral measures of the attention a page receives. To measure the relationship between centrality and behavioral measures of attention, we track page view data (from Wikipedia's server logs made available by StatsGrok [52] , see Appendix B), the total number of edits a page has received, the number of edits on its associated talk page, and the number of editors who have edited the page. We perform a multivariate linear regression on these attention measures, along with page age and page size (in bytes) as predictors of a page's EC (see Appendix C).
Influence and Overlap
An important feature of the norm network is the sphere of influence: the pages that rely on any particular page for context.
Consider, for example, the norm page "Neutral Point of View" (NPOV), a page urging editors to describe article subjects without taking sides. A page that links to NPOV relates its own subject to NPOV in some fashion. For example, among many pages that link to NPOV is "Propaganda", an essay urging editors to be wary of using propaganda outlets of authoritarian governments. The Propaganda page links to the NPOV page in order to define the notion of "undue weight"; NPOV's content can thus be said to influence the interpretation of what is found on Propaganda.
Influence is distinct from centrality; centrality measures the extent to which pages link to the page in question. Conversely, influence measures the extent to which the content of that page influences other pages. In our formalism, a node p can be understood to influence a node q when q links to p. Influence need not be direct, however: p can influence q if q links to r and r links to p. To measure the non-local influence, we consider random walks on the direction-reversed network.
More formally, placing a random-walker at node p, we allow her to take n steps from this starting point along the direction-reversed network; we write the resulting probability distribution over the final position as p i , the probability of the walker ending up at node i. The distribution p i defines the influence that p has on i.
To quantify the distance between two nodes, we then consider the influence overlap between two arbitrary nodes p and q. Overlap quantifies the extent to which two random walkers, beginning at these nodes, will tend to visit the same pages. If p i and q i are the probability distributions associated with the influence of node p and q, then overlap is defined as:
For multiple pages, we can compute the average pairwise overlap simply by averaging the overlap between all possible pairs within the set.
High overlap between p and q indicates that two pages influence a large number of common nodes. When n goes to infinity, the random walkers converge to the stationary distribution, and the overlap is one; conversely, when n is small, random walkers have less time to encounter each other. We take n equal to five, larger than the average shortest path (roughly three, in our network), so that nodes are potentially reachable, but much less than the convergence time to the stationary distribution.
Overlap can be thought of as a measure of the separation of spheres of influence. It invokes only local mechanisms: users traveling from one page to another by the links that connect them. This is in contrast to a measure, such as shortest paths, which is computationally expensive and requires detailed, global knowledge of the network link-structure. In general, for example, the number of nodes an algorithm needs to visit in order to determine the shortest path between two nodes will usually be much larger than the length of the final path.
Both influence and overlap require us to specify particular nodes of interest; we focus in this work on pairs of high-EC pages, or core norms.
Semantic Coherence
We consider the semantic relationships between pages. This provides a notion of relatedness that is distinct from how norms connect via hyperlinks. To do this, we do topic-modeling (latent Dirichlet allocation [53] ) on the one-grams of the visible, human-readable text on each page. Topic models allow us to represent short texts even when they draw from a rich vocabulary: topics coarse-grain the underlying distributions over words.
With the resulting topic model, we can then compute the semantic distance between all pairs of pages using the Jensen-Shannon distance (JSD), a measure that quantifies the distinguishability of two distributions [54] . This gives us a weighted semantic network that we can compare to the network of hyperlinks between pages. In particular, we can compute the semantic coherence: the Pearson correlation between p i (the influence of node p on node i) and the negative JSD from node p to node i, J i . When nodes that are closely related topologically are also closely related semantically (JSD low), the coherence is high.
Community Detection
We expect the links that editors make at the local level to give rise to distinct clusters, or norm bundles, at the global level. We use the Louvain community detection algorithm [55] to detect clustering among the nodes in the network. The Louvain algorithm maximizes the modularity at each local partition of the network. The algorithm first assigns each node i to a different cluster, then computes the potential modularity gain to i for joining the cluster of its neighbor node j. Each i will join the cluster of j when the merge offers the highest positive modularity gain. If there is no possible gain in modularity, i remains in its initial cluster.
Results
At first, Wikipedia's population underwent exponential growth. In mid-2007, however, population growth stalled and entered a period of secular decline [49] ; see Figure 1 . Over the course of this rapid growth and longer timescale decay, users created a large number of pages establishing, describing, and interpreting community norms. Our analysis finds a total of 1976 pages associated with norms. There are 17,235 edges between these nodes; the network density, 0.0044, is of the same order of magnitude as those seen for academic citation networks [56] ; 1872 (95%) of these pages are linked together in a giant component.
There are a total of 56 pages classified as policy and 113 marked as guideline; for concision, we refer to pages of both types as "policy". The majority of non-policy pages (1807) are classified as "essays" (1255), followed by "proposals" (182) (suggestions either rejected by the community or under discussion), and "humor" pages similar to essays, but taking a more irreverent tone (125).
We were able to achieve good, but not perfect, agreement in categorizing pages as user-content, user-user, or user-admin norms. Our categorization agreement rate was 75% over forty randomly-selected pages. This is well above chance (p 10 −3 ), with Cohen's κ value, of 0.59 indicating "moderate" agreement [57] . We disagreed, for example, on "Editors_should_be_logged-in_users_(failed_proposal)" (user-user vs. user-content) and "Paid_editor's_bill_of_rights" (user-user vs. user-admin). In the same sample of forty random pages, we encountered only one that we believed was not a norm, giving an approximate precision rate of 97.5%. Most policy pages appear before the bulk of the population arrives: over half the policy pages were created by May 2005, before the population reached 20% of its maximum. By the time the population did reach its maximum, in March of 2007, over 80% of the policy pages had already been created. By contrast, the creation of non-policy pages in the form of essays and commentary lags population growth. When the population reached its March 2007 maximum, less than one-third of the non-policy pages were in place. It was not until a year later that half of the policy pages were in place. This is shown in Figure 1 .
Network Construction
Eigenvector centrality leads to a distinct hierarchy of pages, with some gaining a significant fraction of the overall centrality in the system. This is shown in Appendix D, Figure D .1, broken out by four main page categories-policies, guidelines, essays, and proposals. Policies and guidelines dominate the system by centrality. Our centrality measure correlates with all of the of behavioral measures of attention we consider (see Appendix B, Table B.1).
The hierarchy is established early and yet is remarkably stable over the lifetime of the system. The Pearson correlation between the eigenvector centrality of nodes in 2001 and their final values in 2015 is 0.87; year to year, it is always greater than 0.9. The growth in nodes' in-degree is roughly multiplicative; for nodes with degree less than one-hundred (93% of the total network), the growth rate is, on average, 12.7% ± 0.3% from one year to the next. There is some evidence for super-multiplicative returns to scale; the yearly growth rate for pages with in-degree less than ten is only 10.6% ± 0.4%.
All of this means that, as new pages enter the system, they fail to gain the prominence of the early core norms. This leads to an increase in overall network inequality, shown in Figure 2 . In short, policy growth precedes population growth. Policies have far greater centrality in the network than other page types. Centrality in the network is unequally distributed and becomes less equal over time. Table 1 lists the top twenty pages in our network. These core norms govern a range of behaviors, including user-content actions (write articles from a neutral point of view, #1; include only verifiable information, #2; and reliable sources, #3), user-user actions (find consensus, #6; assume good faith, #11; be civil, #16; do not "edit war", #19), and user-admin relationships involving specially-defined roles (blocking policy, #13; the arbitration committee, #17). In some cases, a norm spans multiple classes; "What Wikipedia is not", for example, includes both "Wikipedia is not a dictionary" (a norm on the nature of the content to be included) and "Wikipedia is not a battleground" (a norm on how users should interact with each other). All of these core norms were created early in the system's history. The majority were created before 2004, when the population was less than 3% of the March 2007 peak. The earliest members of the community first defined and articulated its core norms.
Core Norms
It is important to note that while the most important norms are those that are created early, not all of the pages created early become, or remain, central to the network. This is shown visually in Appendix C, Figure C.1; there are many old pages that never grew to importance and that have ECs comparable to the youngest pages. Because of this, page age alone is not a significant predictor of eigenvector centrality. We confirm this with a multivariate linear regression (see Table C .1). The number of editors is a strong predictor; not only do high EC pages attract a large number of unique editors, but there are few low-EC pages that do.
Overlap and Semantic Coherence
Over the course of network construction, core norms are drawn apart topologically. At the same time, the semantic coherence of their neighborhoods rises. Figure 3 shows the average pairwise overlap between the top ten pages in our network (since some norms are created later, the number of norms in this final set is lower early on). Early in the system history, when the network is small, overlap is very high. The creation of new pages leads to a rapid decline in overlap; even in 2006, when all core norms are in place, the overlap continues to decline. Figure 3 also shows the evolution of semantic coherence, which rises rapidly and stabilizes early.
Network growth could have been imagined to drive a knitting together of distinct principles. Instead, the opposite happens: core norms slowly draw apart as page creation leads to distinct spheres of influence. Rather than nucleating around a set of densely-connected core principles, the norm network continues to condense around multiple points.
We note that the local clustering coefficient, a measure of the extent to which two nodes, linked to the same node, tend to also link together, remains essentially constant over the span of the data (see Appendix E, Figure E.1) . The ways in which editors link together small groups of pages changes little while their cumulative effect produces large and lasting changes both in attention inequality and page overlap. 
Emergent Clusters
The connected component of network, containing 95% of all nodes, partitions into 10 clusters. In Table 2 , we describe the top nine, which together nearly all of the giant component. By inspecting the top ten nodes in each cluster, we classify them into user-content, user-user, and user-admin norms (see Table F .2). A force-directed layout (ForceAtlas2, implemented in Gephi [58] ) allows us to visualize the norm network and the topological relationships between its emergent groups (see Figure 4) . Table 2 . Top nine Louvain clusters, by number of nodes. Communities fall into three classifications (user-user, user-content, user-administration), based on the interactions they govern; we determine these labels by inspecting the top ten nodes by centrality within each cluster. The five largest clusters comprise roughly 90% of the network. The Article Quality cluster includes nodes such as Neutral Point of View, Verifiability, and Reliable Sources, governing how articles should be written. The Collaboration cluster includes pages on Consensus, Assume Good Faith, and Edit Warring, describing policies and norms associated with interpersonal interaction. The Administrators cluster contains pages relevant to administrative actions, such as the Blocking Policy and the Arbitration Committee. The Formatting cluster contains articles such as Manual of Style, Article Titles, and Disambiguation. Additionally, the Content Policies cluster contains articles on copyrights, copyright violations, and policies on image use and use of non-free content. The remaining clusters include a small group of articles on page templates; one on the role of experts of Wikipedia; two groups of humor pages (Wiki-larping, a humorous take on Wikipedia as if it were a Dungeons and Dragons game, and a cluster of pages, including "Bad Jokes and Other Deleted Nonsense").
Rank Fraction of System Classification Topic
Each of the top nine clusters is associated with a distinct topic in our topic model (see Appendix F, Table F.1); while the article quality cluster is the largest by node number, the topic associated with the collaboration cluster dominates the system by word. Even task-based norms appear to draw on the semantics of interpersonal cooperation.
Discussion
The most influential pages in the norm network are also the earliest to be created. A Matthew effect [59] appears to operate for social norms, where later additions to the network do not grow in influence quickly enough to destabilize the hierarchy. Why are there no normative revolutions on Wikipedia?
Perhaps the earliest users know best: their policies work well and are simply adopted by those who come later; or, later users may join precisely because they subscribe to the norms that have already been articulated. Users who disagree with these norms may find that reinterpretation, rather than replacement, is a more effective response given the disproportionate allocation of attention to early pages.
The fact that core norms are created so early means that a relatively small number of users set them in place. This group may have created norms that meet their own needs, but not the needs of those who arrive later. For example, if early users are predominantly university students with flexible working hours, for example, they may develop norms that implicitly rely on the possibility of responding to criticism in short, rapid bursts. If later arrivals do not have the same flexibility, but the norms persist, they will find themselves at a relative disadvantage in conflicts that arise, even if the amount of effort they devote to the system each week is the same.
Recent work [60] has suggested that early users later form an oligarchy that monopolizes power, subverts democratic control, and comes into increasing conflict with the larger collective. If this is true, the enduring centrality of their own interests in the norm network may be a source of power.
Alternatively, the influence of a small group of editors may persist via the core norms despite a gradual decentralization of power within the encyclopedia. One ethnographic account of Wikipedia's editing community [61] suggests that a group of "old-timers" brings important social norms with them into the encyclopedia's increasingly local governance structures, such as WikiProject communities. Our findings show that the structure of the norm network is, by measures of page count, clustering, core norm overlap, and semantic coherence, largely stable by 2008. Thus, the core norms and global norm structure analyzed here may provide an early foundation of norms for small, decentralized communities that form later in the encyclopedia's development.
Much of Wikipedia's network simply coordinates technical practices, such as article naming conventions. The most important norms, however, attempt to rationalize the system around universal concepts, such as neutrality, verifiability, consensus, and civility. An important insight comes from a theory of bureaucracy and institutionalized organization developed by Meyer and Rowan (1977 [41] ). They propose that norms such as these can function as institutional myths that make the system appear legitimate and less ad hoc, by connecting it to a rational framework.
Page creation continues to grow long after the core norms are already in place. What happens when editors continue to develop and refine this network?
Meyer and Rowan's theory predicts the phenomenon of decoupling, driven by the emergence of inconsistencies between different myths. The essay Civil_POV_pushing, for example, describes how some users may be able to violate the neutrality norm by strict adherence to norms of civility. In Meyer and Rowan's theory, pages like these, that attempt to resolve inconsistencies between myths, will be rare. Myths will instead tend to decouple from each other over time.
Our quantitative findings are consistent with this prediction. As the system grows, the creation of norm-spanning pages, such as Civil_POV_pushing, are rare and insufficient to prevent the neighborhoods of the core norms drawing apart into separate spheres of influence with high internal semantic coherence. In successful systems, decoupling is also expected to happen not only between myths, but between these myths and actual practice, a phenomenon pointed to by the existence of the page "Ignore_all_rules" ("if a rule prevents you from improving Wikipedia, ignore it").
Our findings are also consistent with Meyer and Rowan's second major prediction: that systems become increasingly reliant on a logic of good faith rather than following procedure. Not only is "Assume good faith" itself a core norm, but the associated topic dominates the system as a whole.
The norm network we study here is the culmination of over thirty thousand edits. We analyze the development of this system over time via the editing community's collective decisions and their allocation of attention within the network. While this method tells us a great deal about the collective process of norm creation, we do not know how individual editors understand the relationships between norms or use them to guide how they edit and interact with others. Rather than memorize the complex network in its entirety, an editor may coarse-grain its properties to form his or her own mental representation of the encyclopedia's normative structure. Editors' mental representations might then inform their linking and editing behaviors, creating a feedback loop between the representation and the norm network as a whole.
Conclusions
Norms are a crucial unit of cultural evolution, and they gain meaning and force from the relationships that connect them. Our work here has studied the evolution, over fifteen years, of the interdependent network of norms at the center of Wikipedia.
The evolution of this network is a remarkably conservative process. Early features are maintained, and in some cases even amplified, over the course of the network's development. Our findings are consistent with the "iron law" of oligarchy in peer-production systems; they also complement accounts of gradual decentralization in Wikipedia's governance structure.
The encyclopedia's core norms address universal principles, such as neutrality, verifiability, civility, and consensus. The ambiguity and interpretability of these abstract concepts may drive them to decouple from each other over time. Wikipedia is a paradigmatic example of a 21st Century knowledge commons. Yet, its core norms play a structural role analogous to the institutional myths of rationalized 20th Century bureaucracies.
Appendix A. Corpus Construction
As described in the main text, we build our corpus by spidering outward from the page "Assume good faith", following all links in the Wikipedia namespace to build a directed, unweighted network. Not all pages within the namespace are normative, however. After completing the spidering process, we remove pages that are solely lists (e.g., the pages "List of guidelines" or "Lists of protected pages") that describe "projects", or other initiatives focused on outreach (e.g., "Wikipedia Loves Libraries"), or on adding a certain kind of content to the encyclopedia (e.g., "WikiProject Libertarianism"), or that serve as noticeboards (e.g., the "Village pump", "Media copyright questions"), with filters on both page titles and editor-assigned categories.
Many page names have synonyms (e.g., "AGF" redirects to "Assume good faith"); we merge synonyms. Not all links between pages indicate a deliberate decision to connect one norm to another. Many pages, for example, contain "boxes", small code snippets that categorize pages or provide navigation indices to similar norms. These boxes can be created by a single command and are replicated across multiple pages; we do not include out-bound links found in these boxes. We do not count multiple links between pages; our edges are unweighted; a directed edge between A and B refers only to the presence of at least one link from A to B. Pages sometimes have internal links; we drop all self-edges. Our spidering includes only pages that existed on 12:00:00 UTC, 20 August 2015.
Appendix B. Relationship between Eigenvector Centrality and Attention Measures
To compare the norm network structure and user attention, we measure the correlation between the centrality of a norm page and the percent of the network's page views that the norm accumulates over a 31-day period (July 2015). We find a moderate correlation [62] , r = 0.32, between EC and page views. (The distribution of EC and page view values is slightly non-linear. We conduct a power-law fit and find that α = 1.42 ± 0.02. Consequently, a page that doubles its EC more than doubles its share of the network's page views. For simplicity in this analysis, we present the linear correlations.)
EC correlates significantly with all behavioral attention measures we consider; not just page views, but number of edits, number of talk page edits and number of editors; see Table B. 1. 
Appendix C. Regression on Age and Edits
To see how a page's intrinsic properties affect its eigenvector centrality (EC) in the final network, we performed a multivariate regression with page age, number of page edits, number of talk page edits, number of editors and page size (in bytes) as predictors of EC. Including pageviews as a predictor does not significantly improve R 2 ; we leave it out of our regression model.
We normalized all predictors by z-score to allow comparison between coefficients. We considered two relationships between EC and predictor variables: a linear model and a logistic model. We found the linear model has lower mean-squared error and report the coefficients in Table C.1. As noted in the main text, our results show that age is a weak predictor of EC, once other variables are included. The number of unique editors is a very strong predictor, as is the number of edits to the talk page. Figure C. 1 shows the distinct effect of page age and number of editors. While the most important pages are also the oldest, there are many old pages that are not important at all; the skewed distribution of eigenvector centrality means that this signal is largely washed out in a simple linear model that does not take into account the increasing variance. To reach the top 1% in EC, you must be old; but to be old is not enough.
By contrast, pages with many editors tend to be high-EC, and there are very few pages with many editors that are not also high in EC. High-EC pages not only attract more page views (see Section B), but also more editors. Interestingly, the total number of edits has a negative coefficient in our regression; while there is a strong positive correlation between the number of editors and the number of edits, there are a number of low-EC pages with many edits by a small number of people (e.g., an essay, written in many stages, by a single author, that never gains traction). Ranked eigenvector centrality for pages, broken out by page category. Policy (blue diamond) and guideline (red plus) pages dominate the system. More interpretive essays (green squares; includes humor and related pages), the most common by number, appear at lower relative rank; the highest ranked essay, for example, has lower centrality than the 10th ranked policy. Proposals, failed or current (grey triangles), are the lowest ranked of all. Figure D.1 shows the rank distribution of EC, page by page, broken out by page class. Defining E i as the eigenvector centrality of the i-th ranked norm allows us to define the break size, E i − E i+1 , between this norm and the next. Ranking break-sizes allow us to note positions where the remainder of the norms in the system have significantly lower EC. Constraining breaks to be greater than five pages apart leads to the top five divisions shown in Figure D. 2. In the main paper, we list nodes up to the third break-point.
Appendix E. Local Clustering Coefficient
Our work here focuses on the evolution of global network properties, such as eigenvector centrality, overlap and semantic coherence, that cannot be known by breaking the graph into subgraphs. It is interesting to consider more local measures, however, since these are likely to be under far greater direct user control. The example we consider here is average local clustering, defined as:
or, in other words, the number of edges connecting nodes in the neighborhood of i, as a fraction of the total number of possible connections between those neighbors. If individuals have a tendency to connect up the network when they create a new node, by linking together nodes it links to, this will tend to increase the clustering. 
Appendix F. Clusters and Topic Modeling
For our base model with k = 20 topics, Table F .1 shows the top twenty representative words for each topic; in this table we drop the word "wikipedia", plurals (except the word "wikipedias") and date/time terms ("january", "utc", etc.). We use Jason Adams' software package "lda-ruby" package (https://github.com/ealdent/lda-ruby), a ruby wrapper for the C code of David M. Blei; this code estimates model parameters using a variational Expectation Maximization algorithm (http: //www.cs.princeton.edu/~blei/lda-c/ [53] ). In Table F .1, we show the topics, and their associated words, ordered by the topic's (word-level) prevalence within the encyclopedia.
For each page, we can compute a distribution over topics; this is just the average of the word-level distributions. By averaging these topic distributions over pages, we can compute the topic distribution for each Louvain community (Collaboration, Article Quality, etc.). It turns out that each of the top eight communities has a different most-common topic. This allows us to associate some of the topics we find with a particular cluster, and we list this correspondence in column three of Table F.1. Inspection of the representative words for these eight topics provides complementary evidence in favor of the community labels, which were previously chosen by manual inspection of the top ten pages by eigenvector centrality (Table F. 2). 
